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   CRUSTACEAN FISHERIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

CFAC 82  MINUTES 

20 June 2019 

Tasmanian Police Academy, Rokeby 

 

1. Welcome and preliminaries 

a) Welcome and apologies 

Present  

Ian Cartwright   Chair 
Hilary Revill   DPIPWE Wild Fisheries Management 
Klaas Hartman   IMAS Scientific Representative 
Louise Hart   Rock lobster industry representative 
Julian Harrington   TSIC representative 
Darrel Grey   TRLFA representative 
Michael Blake  Processor representative  
Craig Crawford  Marine Police representative 
Rachel McKay   Marine Police representative 
Dave Ponsford  Giant crab industry representative 
Clive Perryman  TRLFA representative 
Ian Heathorn   Processor representative 

                     Troy Rainbird   TRLFA representative 
 

Observers   

James Parkinson  CFAC Executive Officer 
 

Apologies 

 John Sansom   CEO TRLFA 
Dawn Jordan   Rock Lobster industry representative 
Amanda Inkson  Rock lobster industry representative  
Malcolm Budd                       DPIPWE compliance & licensing 
*Jon Bryan   TCT representative 
 
 

The Chair welcomed members to the 82nd meeting of the newly appointed CFAC. He 
congratulated past members on their reappointment welcomed four new members, 
Troy Rainbird ( TRLFA representative), Rachel McKay (Marine Police representative), 
Ian Heathorn (Processor representative) and Amanda Inkson (Rock lobster industry 
representative). 

*Noting that Jon Bryan was attending RecFAC (concurrent meeting) 

b) Declaration of pecuniary interests  

The Chair explained that pecuniary interests for each meeting will be attached to 
the minutes, should represent current interests and be updated each meeting, as 
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necessary.  The FAC EO indicated that the pecuniary interests register will be 
compiled/updated as members submit their declaration form.   

 

c) Adoption of agenda 

CFAC members accepted the agenda as distributed prior to the meeting.   

d) Confirmation of minutes for meeting 81 

The FAC was informed that the minutes from Meeting  81 were circulated to 
members following the meeting, with suggested changes adopted. 

The Chair asked if members had any other amendments to the minutes.  

No additional amendments were suggested, the FAC accepted the minutes of 
meeting 81 as true and accurate record of the meeting. 

e) Action arising from previous meeting 

Meeting 80 Item 1 Invite Jeremy Lyle to present outcomes of east coast management 
options project 

Done. Dr Lyle provided a presentation on this issue to FAC members at the Joint 
CFAC/RecFAC session held the morning before the CFAC meeting. 

Meeting 81 Item 1 DPIPWE to provide TRLFA EO with reasons as to why the line will 
remain off Eddystone Pt 

Done. DPIPWE provided their rationale for retaining the line, notwithstanding 
industry representations for change. 

Meeting 81 Item 2 IMAS member to provide contact details for fishers who are 
willing to take out an observer. 

Done. Agreed to make the process of contacting an observer more effective. The 
IMAS member explained that a contact mobile phone number and an email 
address will be used that is monitored by multiple staff.  It was suggested that 
IMAS prepare an article for the TRLFA newsletter promoting   the availability of 
observers to head out on rock lobster boats, and the process to obtain an 
observer and DPIPWE will email all fishers as well. 

Action Item 1: IMAS to prepare an article for the TRLFA newsletter regarding 
the process take out an observer. DPIPWE to email all fishers. 

Meeting 81 Item 3 DPIPWE manager to send out a research paper “ Structured 
decision making – identifying effective strategies and potential barriers for ecosystem 
based management”  Lucy Robinson, et al   to FAC members 

Done. This paper was sent out to members prior to the meeting. 

The FAC was reminded that there is an objective decision making harvest strategy 
(HS) in place and in use for the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery. While this HS is 
backed by science, it has not been clearly documented in one place, with full 
explanation of its operation. 

Action Item 2: Department to draft harvest strategy document to be presented 
ahead of next meeting. 

Meeting 81 Item 4: DPIPWE to email the FAC regarding the need to include a 
November closure in the NW stock rebuilding package following IMAS assessment of 
2017/18 data from the area for consideration by the FAC out of session 
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Done. DPIPWE emailed the FAC membership out of session. 

 

Meeting 81 Item 5 DPIPWE and IMAS to consider how the FAC can add value to the 
research prioritisation process. 

Outstanding.  

Action Item 3: The FAC to allocate time for a RAG type update before, or as 
part of, the next meeting. 

 

2. Brief Updates 

a) Research 

The IMAS member informed that FAC that IMAS has won the contract to 
undertake the Victorian rock lobster fishery assessment for further two years. A 
new person will be starting and will be progressing the on line rock lobster stock 
assessment website. 

A size selectivity project is starting, looking at the hypothesis that large lobsters 
displace smaller lobsters in pots. This may have implications for bias in the 
assessment when using research pot catch data. 

b) TRLFA 

The TRLFA President briefly informed the FAC that at the last TRLFA general 
meeting held in Launceston TRLFA members passed a motion supporting a 
Moratorium on west coast translocation following concerns regarding the 
abundance of lobsters from the ‘take sites’, from fishers who are undertaking 
translocation.  The FAC was informed that the IMAS will undertake an assessment 
of lobster populations from the take sites and will report back to the 
TRLFA/CFAC.   

c) Processors 

The FAC was informed that southern rock lobster is currently experiencing push 
back in the China market in relation to light colour rock lobster, with the China 
market only taking red rock lobster at what is a relatively high price.  Rock lobster 
price in general is causing market ‘push back’ in China.  

The FAC was informed that the TRLFA has supported a10 cent/kg levy for 
marketing, in cooperation with NZ.  It was noted this was a significant 
development.   

d) Compliance Reports 

A processor member informed the FAC that there was wharf talk concerning 
discrepancies in unloading weights being recorded at the wharf, resulting in 
widespread under reporting in the region of 10% of the total catch.  The police 
member informed the FAC that there was an ongoing investigation into the issue 
and the Police are endeavouring to weigh more rock lobster at the wharf.  It was 
noted that fishers are ultimately responsible for recording the quantity of lobster 
weighed off at the Wharf. 

The Police representative informed the FAC that 1462 fisheries offences had been 
detected across both the commercial and recreational fisheries. This represents an 
increase in commercial offences of 200% across all fisheries, however the statistics 
cannot be split into individual fisheries. 
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e) Management 

The DPIPWE management member informed the FAC that the project to combine 
the quota docket and catch effort data into one log book was progressing and she 
would be looking for fishers to trial the new docket in July. 

The routine fortnightly testing of mussels for biotoxins, has commenced now that 
we are entering the high risk period for HAB’s. 

IMAS have commenced the field component of the biotoxin research project to 
better understand looking at the uptake of PST in lobsters.  The fishery in the 
lower half of the Maria biotoxin zone was closed for three days for the first round 
of biotoxin testing of lobsters for the project.  The FAC was informed that there 
was a high level of support for the closure, next round of testing will be early July.  
Results from the first round of testing found low levels of PST recorded in the 
lobsters sampled.   

f) Community and Conservation 

No report. The community and conservation member was not present for the 
meeting. 

 

General Business 

3. Management Plan Amendments 

The DPIPWE fishery manager took the CFAC through each of the management plan 
amendments and outlined the department’s preliminary position. 

Increasing the minimum size of female rock lobster in the North West 

It was noted the aim of the proposal was to increase biomass and egg production 
which are at low levels in stock assessment Area 5  to above 20% by 2023. 

The FAC was informed the Department supported this proposal based on a high level 
of support. 

The FAC noted the proposal to increase the female size limit was supported by the 
TRLFA. 

The FAC noted that from submissions there was strong support for the proposal from 
the recreational and commercial sectors.   

The FAC unanimously supported the proposal to increase the female size 
limit from 105mm to 120mm, noting the supported by TRLFA and 
numbers of individual supportive submissions  

Area for size limit increase 

The FAC noted the biological ‘target’ area where the  female size limit increase is needed  
is Area 5.  However, Area 6 had been included to offset operational issues in the 
commercial fishery and to address potential ‘spill over effort’ impacts in the commercial 
and recreational fisheries. 

The FAC noted that a catch cap is in place in Area 4 to meet stock rebuilding objectives 
(increased biomass and egg production) 
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The police member supported in principle the proposal, noting that the decision to 
increase the size limit will require adequate compliance measures including a transiting 
telephone report.  The FAC supported the proposed transiting telephone report 
which will be introduced for fishers who have been fishing outside of the new size limit 
area and who wish to transit / unload at a port within this area. It was also suggested 
processors may need to keep fish separate at processing premises, however there 
were no processing rules at present around keeping fish from different areas separate 
at processors. 

The FAC noted that the TRLFA submission supported the inclusion of Area 4 in the 
larger size limit area.  

The FAC noted that from the submissions there was general support for the proposed 
area from the recreational and commercial sectors. 

The majority of industry FAC members present supported the inclusion of 
area 4 along with areas 5 and 6 as the area the increased female size limit 
will apply.   

 

Increasing the maximum number of pots to be carried and used by a 
commercial rock lobster vessel  

The FAC noted that the origin of this proposal was from the TRLFA’s 60 pot west 
coast winter trial and more recently the TRLFA policy position to increase maximum 
pot numbers to 60 pots statewide, based on efficiency considerations.  

The IMAS member reiterated that the proposal will accelerate fleet consolidation (i.e. 
fewer vessels), and expressed concern that there was no social policy to guide the 
FAC and industry when developing advice or policy, where a social impact was likely. 

An industry member expressed concern that increasing to 60 pots only on the west 
coast will increase quota price which will effect fishers that don’t fish the west coast 
and can’t take advantage of the increase in pots. If applied Statewide, this  would 
provide the potential for  all vessels who wish to, to take advantage of the increase.   

An industry members suggested the TRLFA position was developed around larger 
boats with higher operating expenses being disadvantaged in comparison with smaller 
with all sizes of vessels limited to a maximum of  50 pots (excluding the west coast 
winter fishery). It was considered that the increase would ‘level the playing field’.  Not 
all members agreed with this position, and that the increase was simply about making 
boats more efficient, especially in winter. 

The FAC was informed that the number of pots available to fishers is not limiting. 

The IMAS member was asked  if there was any biological concern with raising the 
maximum number of pots.  The IMAS member responded there were potential issues 
with fleet dynamics and some potentially some limited spatial depletion issues. Overall 
it was considered that  the impact  of the increased number of pots was largely 
biologically neutral.  

An industry member suggested that not making the pot increase statewide would raise 
operational issues.  

An industry member suggested increasing the number of pots to 60 would be better 
for the environment due to less days fished. 

Impact on lease fishers may result due to a reduced margin between lease and beach 
price.   
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The DPIPWE member took the FAC through recreational views regarding the 
proposals, particularly around the pressure put on fish stocks and the associated 
perception of reduced fishing opportunity for rec fishers at the local level. In response 
an industry member noted the commercial fishery is an output control fishery with a 
TAC that bounds it and it makes little difference how many boats take the same catch. 

One FAC member supported the area for the use of 60 pots be limited to Tasman 
Head around to Eddystone Point. In response to a question as to why this option had 
not been considered, the DPIPWE fishery manager suggested this issue was primarily 
around impact on recreational sector and the smaller commercial operators who fish 
in these areas.   

TSIC member suggested that there are no measures or systems in place for the 
consideration of social policy issues.   

The FAC noted that the TRLFA submission supports 60 pots statewide. 

The majority of industry FAC members present supported and increase in 
the maximum number of pots from 50 to 60, to be introduced statewide.  If 
statewide was not supported by the Minister, the industry members 
present  supported the proposed 60 pot area put out for public consultation 
- Point Sorell to South Cape. 

 

Removing the number of pots/vessel length schedule/associated alternative 
methods  
 

The FAC noted that it was not appropriate for fisheries management regulations to 
cover safety provisions, which are more appropriately dealt with under other (AMSA) 
legislation. 

IMAS member expressed concern that this will allow small boats to use more pots 
than under the current regulations and operate by setting and retrieving pots in several 
trips, rather than moving all pots in a single trip. He was concerned this could lead to 
increased fishing pressure in the areas where the small vessels may operate. There 
could also be more breaches of the 48 hour rule and ghost fishing. This is currently of 
significant concern in the Victoria rock lobster fishery. The FAC noted that under the 
current regulations vessels do not have to be able to carry all their pots on deck at 
one time. The proposed rule change will not prevent small boats from running reduced 
numbers of pots to suit vessel operating conditions. Such decisions are the prerogative 
of the master of the vessel. 

The FAC noted that the TRLFA submission supported this amendment. 

The FAC supported the amendment to remove the length tonnage 
schedule  and alternative methods for determining the number of pots than 
can be set by a vessel. 

 

Other Amendments 

 

The FAC considered the other more minor rule amendments and 
supported all DPIPWE proposals to progress these amendments. 
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4. East Coast Management 

Season Dates 

The DPIPWE fishery manager presented season dates for the remainder of 2019 for 
discussion and recommendation as follows :   

 Commercial Closed season:  from 1 Sept : St Helens Pt south to Sandy Cape 

 Commercial Closed season:  from 1 October Statewide 

This closed season proposal maintains the ‘status quo’ from the last 2 seasons. 

  

The CFAC supported the 1 September closure from St Helens Pt south to 
Sandy Cape along with the closure of the remainder of state waters from 1 
October. 

 

 Commercial Open season  15 Nov:  all waters except ECSRZ 

 Recreational  Open season  2 Nov:      as above 

 

 Com Open season:   10 Dec: ECSRZ 

 Rec Open season:      7 Dec – ~ end Jan 2020 ECSRZ 

 

Industry members reiterated their previous view that they support a 
statewide opening for the commercial fishery on 15 November.   

 

The CFAC did not wish to make a recommendation regarding the recreational open 
closed dates however expressed concern regarding the ability of the Department to 
monitor and constrain recreational catch within the recreational ECSRZ allocation.   

 

Operation of the East Coast Catch Cap 

The DPIPWE fishery manager presented a proposal regarding the operation of the east 
coast catch cap as out lined below:  

• If at 1 Sept, the catch remaining is less than 10t ( ~ 1 weeks fishing),  the catch 
cap will remain closed until 1 March 2020 and the undercatch will be carry 
forward to 2020/21 quota year.  

• If at 1 Sept, the catch remaining is greater than 10t, the catch cap will reopen – 
date to be determined by the Minister).  

• As landings approach the catch cap, the Dept will aim to give fishers 3 day’s 
lead time ahead of the catch cap closure. 
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• The 2019/19 catch cap overrun  (4t) will need to be taken into account, when 
CFAC makes its recommendation on  2020/21 catch cap at its November 
meeting. 

The Department explained that re opening the catch cap area for less than a week was 
potentially “messy” for fishers and the Dept and had a high risk of the catch cap 
overrunning.  

The TSIC member raised concerns regarding that the uncertainty and the potential for 
the catch cap to be closed from 1 Sept, may create hardship for small business and 
boats that did not have the ability to move to catch the remainder of their quota, 
which could be relatively small amounts for individual operators.   

After a short discussion the CFAC supported  the DPIPWE proposals 
above for managing the east coast catch cap.   

 

Centrostephanus ‘no regrets’ actions 

The DPIPWE fishery manager presented a proposal seeking in principle support for 
implementing a maximum size limit as a ‘no regrets’ action to assist with the 
centrostephanus issue. 

IMAS was asked what the likely impact of the introduction of a maximum size limit for 
rock lobsters would be. The FAC was informed that east coast closed areas with a 
large biomass of large lobsters had less urchin barren coverage that those open to 
fishing. This indicates that large lobsters are important for the maintenance of reef 
ecosystems.  The IMAS member though there would be minimal impact of maximum 
size limit on the commercial sector, since there were very few large rock lobster and 
those present in the fishery that are not taken would growth through the LML and 
achieve protection. 

The TRLFA president suggested the proposal was not supported by industry, industry 
preferred to concentrate on biomass rebuilding of all size classes. 

The industry members on FAC did not support a proposal to introduce a 
maximum size limit. 

 

The FAC noted that a cost / benefit analysis of a maximum size limit for rock lobster 
will be considered as a part of a wider strategy for controlling centrostephanus.  

 

Future east coast management  

Time for detailed discussions of this topic was constrained to a few general comments 
and it was noted that there was a need for more detailed consideration of the options. 

Resource sharing: Industry members expressed concerns regarding the current 
capacity for recreational catch to be constrained, and had no interest in engaging in any 
further discussions concerning alternative resource sharing options until the 
recreational catch could be more adequately quantified and it could be demonstrated 
that recreational catch could be constrained. 
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Recreational constraint options: The FAC noted that modelling presented in the 
morning joint FAC session showed that maintaining the status quo won’t work. The 
DPIPWE member asked which restraints options CFAC considered would be most 
effective. Options suggested for consideration included: 

 An Individual seasonal limit with the number of tags set at the number 
estimated to match the target recreational catch and allocated evenly across all 
license holders; 

 An Individual seasonal limit with the number of tags set at the number 
estimated to match the target recreational catch and allocated across all license 
holders with an allowance (increase) to allow for the fact that a number of 
entitlements to take rock lobster will not be taken up; 

 Real time reporting, which would allow for the use of a catch cap to stop 
fishing when the target recreational catch was reached. 

It was noted that for the 2019/20 season, limiting season length was the only option 
available to the Minister and that full use should be made of emerging technology to 
improve reporting, including smart phones. 

 

Meeting closed 
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 Table 1- CFAC Pecuniary Interests Register June 2019. 

title name surname position 
Declaration 

Mr Ian Cartwright independent chairman Chairman of TasFRAB, AFMA Board member, 
Thalassa Consulting Company 

Mr Julian Harrington TSIC representative CEO Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council,  

Mr Jon Bryan Community and 
Conservation 
Representative 

No pecuniary interests. 

Environmental and conservation interests, 
employed by the Tasmanian Conservation 
Trust and also a member on all Tasmanian 
Fishery Advisory Committees. TARFish Board 
member and member of two dive clubs. 

Dr Klaas Hartmann IMAS representative  No pecuniary interests. 

 Employed by the IMAS.  

Mrs  Hilary Revill DPIWE Fisheries 
Manager 

No pecuniary interests.  

Employed by the DPIPWE. 

Mr  Malcolm Budd DPIPWE licensing and 
quota audit 
representative 

No pecuniary interests.  

Employed by the DPIPWE. 

Mr Clive Perryman TRLFA representative Licence holder- rock lobster, president of the 
TRLFA 

Mr   Troy Rainbird TRLFA representative Board member of the TRLFA, owner operator 
of a rock lobster fishing vessel. 

Mr Darrell Grey TRLFA representative Has interests in Tasmanian rock lobster 
entitlements, rock lobster quota units and scale 
fish licence.  As a barrister and solicitor 
represents fishermen from time to time.  

Mrs  John Sansom TRLFA Executive Officer Holder of a rock lobster entitlement, executive 
officer of TRLFA.  

Mrs Amanda Inkson Rock lobster industry 
representative 

Holder of southern rock lobster entitlement and 
units, holder of giant crab entitlement and 
units, holder of banded morwong entitlement, 
holder of scalefish B. 

Mrs Louise  Hart Rock lobster industry 
representative 

Holds in partnership two rock lobster 
entitlements, rock lobster quota units and a 
rock lobster fishing vessel. 

Mrs Dawn  Jordan Rock lobster industry 
representative 

Holds Tasmanian:  rock lobster licences and 
quota, giant crab licences and quota, scalefish 
licences.  Family members have interests in 
Tasmanian abalone quota, commercial dive 
fishery, a charter vessel. 

Mr David Ponsford Giant crab industry 
representative 

Supervisor on a Tasmanian rock lobster and 
giant crab entitlements.   

Mr Michael Blake Processor 
representative 

Tasmanian Manager, South Australian Lobster 
Company (SALCO), natural nominated person 
on a RL processors licence, holder of a 
recreational rock lobster licence.  SALCO holds 
a rock lobster entitlement. 

Mr Ian Heathorn Processor 
representative 

Holder of processor, rock lobster and scalefish 
entitlements 
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